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ABSTRACT
The 29 reactions linking carbon monosulfide (CS) to methyl mercaptan (CH3SH) via ten intermediate radicals and molecules have
been characterized with relevance to surface chemistry in cold interstellar ices. More intermediate species than previously considered
are found likely to be present in these ices, such as trans- and cis-HCSH. Both activation and reaction energies have been calculated,
along with low-temperature (T > 45 K) rate constants for the radical-neutral reactions. For barrierless radical-radical reactions on the
other hand, branching ratios have been determined. The combination of these two sets of information provides, for the first time,
quantitative information on the full H + CS reaction network. Early on in this network, that is, early on in the lifetime of an interstellar
cloud, HCS is the main radical, while later on this becomes first CH2SH and finally CH3S.
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1. Introduction
In recent decades roughly 18 interstellar sulfurous compounds
have been detected in the gas phase, such as carbon monosulfide
(CS), thioformaldehyde (H2CS), and methyl mercaptan (also
known as methanethiol; CH3SH) along with several of their iso-
topes (Penzias et al. 1971; Sinclair et al. 1973; Liszt et al. 1974;
Linke et al. 1979; Marcelino et al. 2005; Müller et al. 2016). All
of these species have in fact been detected in interstellar regions
related to star formation, such as the Orion A and Barnard 1
molecular clouds and hot molecular cores. Recently, exploiting
the unprecedented sensitivity of ALMA within the PILS sur-
vey, Drozdovskaya et al. (2018) showed that several of these S-
bearing molecules in the outer disc-like structure of the proto-
star IRAS 16293–2422 B have been detected, and, moreover,
they explored the chemical link with our solar system probed
by the Rosetta mission on comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko
(Calmonte et al. 2016).
Additionally, CH3SH has recently been proposed and mod-
elled to be formed in the solid state via subsequent hydrogena-
tion of CS (Majumdar et al. 2016; Müller et al. 2016; Vidal et al.
2017). The proposed surface formation stems from the as-
sumed analogy between the H + CS and the H + CO reaction
networks. Indeed methanol, CH3OH, can be efficiently formed
via surface hydrogenation reactions of CO (Hiraoka et al. 1998;
Watanabe & Kouchi 2002; Fuchs et al. 2009) and this pathway
turns out to be important to reproduce interstellar methanol
abundances (Boogert et al. 2015; Walsh et al. 2016; An et al.
2017). In fact, the first CS-containing molecule to be de-
tected in the solid state in dense molecular clouds was OCS
by Palumbo et al. (1997). They suggested this molecule to
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be present in a methanol-rich layer along with both H2CS
and CH3SH. Within the reaction network starting from CS
and leading up to the fully hydrogenated CH3SH, not only
are stable neutral species formed, but radicals such as HCS
and CH2SH can be created as well. These are subsequently
available to react with other species in the ice, either by
close proximity (Fedoseev et al. 2015) or when heavier rad-
icals become mobile at slightly elevated ice temperatures
(Garrod & Herbst 2006; Vasyunin & Herbst 2013). In this way,
they may be incorporated into larger species, including those
of astrobiological importance. It is known that two of the
21 aminoacids crucial for life contain –CH2SH (cysteine)
and –SCH3 (methionine) groups. The investigation of methyl
mercaptan chemistry and the formation of intermediate reac-
tive radicals thus directly provides a link to astrobiological
studies.
Experimentally, there is a lack of laboratory data for sur-
face reactions of HnCS-bearing species due to their chemical
instability. The current research therefore provides a detailed
theoretical investigation of the reaction network involving ten
CS-bearing species and 29 reactions with atomic hydrogen,
explicitly taking quantum tunnelling into account. This work
builds on various computational approaches previously reported
in the literature where a part of the reaction network has been
considered (Kobayashi et al. 2011; Kerr et al. 2015; Vidal et al.
2017). To the best of our knowledge there are currently no
low-temperature experimental data, calculated or measured uni-
molecular rate constants, or branching ratios available for any of
the reactions mentioned below. Therefore, in this letter, for the
first time, a full set of reactions within the hydrogen addition net-
work is quantified, starting from carbon monosulfide and explic-
itly taking tunnelling into account, providing the astrochemical
community with parameters that can be included in large-scale
mean field models.
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Table 1. Binding energies of CS and activation energies in kJ mol−1 of
the reaction H + CS −−→ HCS on two water clusters compared to gas-
phase results.
Ebind. CS Eact.
Gas phase ... 3.6
Cluster 1 −12.7 4.5
Cluster 2 −11.0 3.2
2. Methodology
Various levels of theory have been used in order to optimise
the ratio between the computational cost and chemical accu-
racy. First of all, all calculations have been performed with
density functional theory (DFT). Chemical accuracy for all
calculated activation and reaction energies, as well as the rate
constants is ensured by benchmarking the MPWB1K/def2-TZVP
functional to a “higher” level of theory, namely CCSD(T)-
F12/VTZ-F12. Furthermore, specifically and only for obtaining
branching ratios for radical-radical reactions, the B3LYP/def2-
TZVP and PBEh-3c/def2-mSVP combinations have been used.
These relatively cheap functionals are expected to yield reliable
results in terms of geometries, for example, to see which re-
actions take place. The computational details for both radical-
neutral and radical-radical reactions are extensively discussed in
Appendix A.
Reaction energetics, rate constants, and approximate branch-
ing ratios connecting the 12 species via 29 reactions are calcu-
lated with the use of density functional theory (DFT). Although
surface reactions of HnCS species with hydrogen atoms on inter-
stellar ices are of interest here, for the current study, a model was
employed where the surface molecules are not explicitly taken
into account.
It was previously shown that the activation energy and
rate constants are influenced by an environment of water ice
molecules for the reaction H + H2O2 (Lamberts et al. 2016;
Lamberts & Kästner 2017a). However, this is specifically a re-
action with a flexible molecule that can form hydogen bonds.
Indeed, this result cannot be generalized to be applicable to
all species since we have also found that reactions with small
molecules that are either less flexible or less capable of form-
ing strong H-bonds may be much less affected by surround-
ing water molecules (Meisner et al. 2017; Lamberts & Kästner
2017b). In fact, for the methyl mercaptan molecule, the hy-
drogen bond strength is much less than for the O-substituted
methanol (Kosztolányi et al. 2003). Also Du & Zhang (2017)
showed specifically that the activation energy of the abstrac-
tion reaction CH3SH + H −−→ CH3S + H2 is barely affected with
0.1 kJ mol−1 by the presence of a water molecule. Furthermore,
Rimola et al. (2014) have studied the influence of water ice on
the reaction pathway starting from CO and leading to CH3OH
for a variety of binding modes on water clusters. They demon-
strated that the activation energy of the key reactions is usually
changed by ∼1 kJ mol−1 and in one case by 3.5 kJ mol−1.
As an additional check for the system at hand, we have cal-
culated the activation energy, Eact., of the first reaction of the
reaction network, that is, H + CS −−→ HCS, on two different wa-
ter clusters of seven molecules. Both of the activation energies
differ by less than 1 kJ mol−1 from the value in a pure gas-phase
calculation; see Tables 1 and D.1.
Gas-phase calculations of radical-neutral reactions thus ap-
pear to be accurate enough to represent the very same reactions
Fig. 1. Reaction network connecting CS and CH3SH via various inter-
mediate HnCS species with an indication for the relevant activation en-
ergies and branching ratios. Red solid lines indicate reactions between a
radical (H) and a neutral HnCS species (n= 0, 2, 4), for which transition
states can be found connecting the two minima. Green, dashed lines, on
the other hand, indicate barrierless radical-radical reactions. The thick-
ness of the arrows corresponds to the likelihood of a particular reaction
to take place.
on an ice surface. This even holds for ices composed of water
molecules as typical changes of the activation energy are roughly
only 1–2 kJ mol−1.
Even though carbon monoxide constitutes a large molecular
fraction, the expected weak interaction between CO and any of
the species relevant here should not affect the reaction energetics
considerably, as has also been seen for the reaction route H + CO
(Rimola et al. 2014).
For barrierless reactions, on the other hand, a possible sur-
face effect on the reaction progress is related to the orientation
of molecules at the ice surface. Although the hydrogen bond of a
S–H functional group is weaker than for O–H (Biswal et al.
2009), there may still be an effect on the preferred binding
mode of an HnCS molecule. Sampling a variety of binding sites
and subsequently determining branching ratios per binding site
is, however, beyond the scope of this work. Nonetheless, the
branching ratios (BR) calculated here are the first to be reported
in the literature and serve to show the major and minor prod-
uct channels. They should therefore be regarded as a zero-order
approximation to the “true” values on the surface.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Reaction network
In Fig. 1, the reaction network for hydrogen addition and ab-
straction reactions is depicted. The species shown on the left-
hand side are the most stable and the relative energy increases
towards the right-hand side. Isomerization reactions connecting
species in the same row have been omitted for clarity. All acti-
vation energies that we found for these reactions exceed values
of 100 kJ mol−1 (see also Kobayashi et al. 2011). Unless actively
catalysed by surface molecules (Tachikawa & Kawabata 2016),
these can be currently regarded as highly unlikely to occur at low
temperatures in interstellar ices.
All corresponding activation and reaction energies are
reported in Tables 2 and 3. These have been calculated with
respect to the separated reactants, although for the activation
energies, values with respect to the PRC are also reported.
The latter correspond directly to the calculated rate constants.
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Table 2. Vibrationally adiabatic activation energy (Eact.) and reaction energy (Ereact.) with respect to the separated reactants, calculated crossover
temperature (Tc), the calculated instanton rate constant extrapolated to low temperature (klow-T) and rectangular barrier rate constant (krect. barr.) for
the radical-neutral reactions.
Reaction Eaact. Eact. (KIDA)
b T ac E
a
react. k
a
low-T k
c
rect. barr.
(kJ mol−1) (kJ mol−1) (K) (kJ mol−1) (s−1) (s−1)
H + CS −−→ HCS 3.6 (3.1) 8.3 79 −224.2 1.1× 1010 3.8× 108
H + CS −−→ HSC 13.2 (12.1) – 150 −63.2 4.3× 106 1.8× 105
H + H2CS −−→ H2 + HCS 28.8 (28.1) – 384 −46.0 1.3× 104 5.1× 101
H + H2CS −−→ CH3S 7.5 (5.8) 10.0 103 −222.0 1.3× 109 2.1× 107
H + H2CS −−→ CH2SH 3.1 (1.6) 6.7 67 −190.6 1.5× 1011 3.5× 109
H + trans HCSH −−→ H2 + HCS 3.8 (3.1) – 131 −227.6 2.2× 1010 3.8× 108
H + trans HCSH −−→ H2 + HSC 16.9 (15.6) – 330 −66.5 6.4× 106 2.1× 104
H + trans HCSH −−→ CH2SH 0.0 (0.0) – – −372.1 Barrierless 1.0× 1012
H + cis HCSH −−→ H2 + HCS 1.7 (0.7) – 67 −232.8 4.9× 1011 2.4× 1010
H + cis HCSH −−→ H2 + HSC 12.5 (11.3) – 270 −71.8 <2.1× 107 3.0× 105
H + cis HCSH −−→ CH2SH 0.0 (0.0) – – −377.4 Barrierless 1.0× 1012
H + CH3SH −−→ H2 + CH3S 9.5 (8.7) 6.7 206 −68.9 1.0× 108 1.9× 106
H + CH3SH −−→ H2 + CH2SH 34.0 (33.4) – 353 −37.5 1.9× 102 6.0× 100
H + CH3SH −−→ H2S + CH3 16.8 (16.2) 13.3 127 −63.4 <4.2× 102 1.5× 104
H + CH2SH2 −−→ H2 + CH2SH 0.0 (0.0) – – −293.5 Barrierless 1.0× 1012
Notes. The activation energies in parentheses are calculated with respect to the PRC and thus correspond to the unimolecular rate constants.
(a)Calculated with MPWB1K/def2-TZVP. (b)As obtained from the KIDA database. (c)Calculated using the unimolecular Eact., a barrier width of
1 Å, and a trial frequency of 1012 s−1.
Table 3. Vibrationally adiabatic reaction energy (Ereact.) with respect to the separated reactants and corresponding branching ratio (BR) for the
radical-radical reactions.
Reaction Eareact. BR
b BR (KIDA)c
(kJ mol−1) (%) (%)
H + HCS −−→ H2 + CS −196.2 20 –
H + HCS −−→ H2CS −374.4 35 100
H + HCS −−→ trans HCSH −192.8 15 –
H + HCS −−→ cis HCSH −187.6 30 –
H + HSC −−→ H2 + CS −357.2 20d –
H + HSC −−→ trans HCSH −353.8 30d –
H + HSC −−→ cis HCSH −348.6 30d –
H + CH3S −−→ H2 + H2CS −198.4 0e –
H + CH3S −−→ CH3SH −351.5 75e 100
H + CH2SH −−→ H2 + H2CS −229.8 0–5 f –
H + CH2SH −−→ H2 + trans HCSH −48.3 0 f –
H + CH2SH −−→ H2 + cis HCSH −43.0 0 f –
H + CH2SH −−→ CH2SH2 −126.8 30–35 f –
H + CH2SH −−→ CH3SH −382.9 45–55 f 100
Notes. (a)Calculated with MPWB1K/def2-TZVP. (b)Calculated both with B3LYP/def2-TZVP and PBEh-3c/mSVP. (c)As obtained from the KIDA
database. (d)20% did not lead to a reaction. (e)25% did not lead to a reaction. ( f )5–25% did not lead to a reaction.
An overview of the energy profile diagram is depicted in Fig. C.1
in Appendix C.
For the reactions that occur via a barrier, unimolecular in-
stanton rate constants have been calculated at temperatures
lower than the respective crossover temperatures, Tc, down to
45 K with canonical instanton theory. The crossover tempera-
ture is defined as ~ωb/2pikB, where ωb is the absolute value
of the imaginary frequency at the transition state, ~ Planck’s
constant divided by 2pi, and kB Boltzmann’s constant; it indi-
cates the temperature below which tunneling dominates the re-
action mechanism. Furthermore, in Table 2, the recommended
low-temperature values for the rate constant are reported. This
choice is explained in Appendix E along with the temperature-
dependent values for the rate constant. For both addition and
abstraction reactions, within each category, the height of the
barrier is directly related to the rate constant. We note that
very low barriers result in klow-T approaching 1012 s−1, while
high barriers lead to values around 102 s−1. In general, many
of the rate constants are high (>106 s−1), which means that
they are faster than or competitive with hydrogen atom diffu-
sion; Senevirathne et al. (2017) and Ásgeirsson et al. (2017). Fi-
nally, breaking the C–S bond at low temperature via the reaction
H + CH3SH −−→ H2S + CH3 is six orders of magnitude slower
than CH3S formation as a result of the much lower efficiency
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Fig. 2. Spin density of the HnCS radicals involved in the reaction network (isoval = 0.015).
of heavy-atom tunneling. This holds even though the activation
energy is similar to H + trans HCSH −−→ H2 + HSC.
For the radical-radical reactions, branching ratios have been
determined in the gas phase. The general trends are summarised
in Table 3. We note that only for H + CH2SH did results differ
between the two functionals. Although the distance between the
H atom and the C–S bond is relatively small, a number of opti-
misation attempts resulted in the formation of a dimer structure,
where no reaction had taken place. This can be clarified with the
help of spin densities, that is, a surplus of alpha over beta spin or-
bitals, calculated for all four radicals and depicted in Fig. 2. For
HCS, there is spin density present around all atoms and there-
fore four product channels are available. For the radical CH3S,
the opposite situation can be found, where the majority of spin
density is located on the sulphur atom and consequently most
optimisations result in the formation of CH3SH. For runs where
the H-atom is placed close to the methyl group, a non-reactive
dimer is formed.
3.2. Astrochemical implications
Combining the insight obtained from both the rate constant and
branching ratio calculations, it becomes clear that some species
will be present at higher concentrations and for a longer time in
ices. Specifically, the radical HCS is not only primarily formed
through the reaction H + CS, but is also the main product of
H-abstraction reactions from both trans- and cis-HCSH. As a
result of this prolonged presence in the ice, the radical is also
available for other reactions, possibly being incorporated into
larger species via carbon-carbon bonds. Going one step further
in the reaction network, H additions to H2CS and trans- and cis-
HCSH are likely to result in a significant amount of CH2SH. The
reaction H + H2CS −−→ CH2SH is more likely to take place than
the competing H + H2CS −−→ CH3S. The radical CH3S on the
other hand is the main product of the reaction between H and
CH3SH. Finally, once either CH3S or CH2SH has been formed,
it is quite unlikely for H-abstraction reactions to be able to re-
duce the number of hydrogen atoms attached to the C–S centre
to less than three.
Within the framework of reaction kinetics and the imple-
mentation thereof in astrochemical models, first it should be
pointed out that the values for the rate constants presented here
are valid in the low-temperature regime. The KIDA database
(Wakelam et al. 2012) and in particular Vidal et al. (2017) pro-
vide barrier heights (activation energies) and branching ratios,
also listed in Tables 2 and 3. These values were estimated from
calculations performed at the M06-2X/cc-pVTZ level of theory
with a few additional calculations at the MP2/cc-pVTZ level of
theory. Here, we make use of MPWB1K/def2-TZVP, which was
explicitly benchmarked against two high-level theories, namely
both CCSD(T)-F12/cc-VTZ-F12 and MRCI(+Q)-F12/VTZ-F12
single-point energies. Moreover, the values provided here are in
good agreement with previous work by Kobayashi et al. (2011),
Kerr et al. (2015). Furthermore, the branching ratios given by
KIDA were determined solely by the most exothermic reaction
channel. Here, on the other hand, the orientation of the incoming
hydrogen atom with respect to the CS backbone is also taken into
account. Therefore, the values presented here are thought to be of
a higher accuracy than those currently implemented in models.
In particular, the first reactions of the reaction network, H + CS
and H+H2CS, will proceed much faster than currently taken into
account by, for example, Vidal et al. (2017), whereas abstraction
from CH3SH will be slower. This may lead to a higher amount
of methanethiol being built up.
In Table 2, two types of calculated rate constants are
also listed: using instanton theory and the rectangular barrier
approximation. The latter is commonly used in astrochemical
models, based on early approaches by Tielens & Hagen (1982)
and Hasegawa & Herbst (1993). Obviously the rectangular bar-
rier approximation is a significant improvement on the use of
classically calculated rate constants with (harmonic) transition
state theory. However, the order of magnitude may still differ
with respect to values calculated by more accurate methods, here
resulting in values that are lower by up to a factor of ∼250.
This does not only affect the rate of the reactions in the mod-
els, and therefore the build-up of species in the ice mantles,
but it also relates to the competition of reactions with diffu-
sion of hydrogen atoms. Rate constants for hydrogen diffusion
have been shown to span a large range of values, with the exact
value depending on the specific binding site Senevirathne et al.
(2017) and Ásgeirsson et al. (2017). Therefore, it is advisable
to directly use the values for the rate constants calculated by
means of instanton theory at low temperature, instead of rate con-
stants calculated with the rectangular barrier approximation, re-
gardless of the quality of the activation energy used within that
expression.
Although the upcoming James Webb Space Telescope pro-
vides an increased peak-to-noise ratio, observations of CS-
containing molecules in the solid phase may only be fully possible
if extensive spectral data become available for different mixing
ratios. These data will be difficult to obtain experimentally as a
result of the hazardous characteristics of the molecules investi-
gated here. The use of calculated spectra, based, for example, on
density functional theory, may in fact be of great assistance.
4. Conclusion
In summary, a total of 29 reactions have been calculated within
the reaction network starting from the hydrogenation of carbon
monosulfide leading to the formation of methyl mercaptan. Ex-
tending on previous work, we have found that not only can HCS,
H2CS, CH2SH, CH3S, and CH3SH be formed, but additionally
HSC, t-HCSH, and c-HCSH appear naturally, as well as H2S,
CH3, and CH2SH2 to a lesser extent. For all 12 reactions with
a barrier, rate constants have been calculated and the values at
45 K can be used in astrochemical models as an extrapolation
for even lower temperatures. For the radical-radical reactions,
preliminary branching ratios are provided as well, indicating the
most likely product channels. In fact, not all reactions that one
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would a priori imagine to take place are actually possible due to
the distribution of spin density.
Early-on in the reaction network, HCS is expected to be
the main radical, whereas CH2SH dominates at later stages.
Eventually, H-abstraction from CH3SH can also take place,
which results preferentially in CH3S. Furthermore, it is impor-
tant to note though that not only H2CS but also trans- and cis-
HCSH can easily be formed. Finally, once three hydrogen atoms
have been added to the original CS molecule, it is unlikely for
H-abstraction to regenerate HnCS species with n≤ 2.
The data presented here need to be included in a full gas-
grain astrochemical model in order to appreciate the subtle dif-
ferences that may occur through the competition with diffu-
sion and/or other reactions. The effect of surface molecules on
the activation energies of the radical-neutral reactions studied
is argued to be expected to be well within the chemical ac-
curacy. However, the orientation of the molecules and radicals
on the surface may inhibit and/or promote specific reactions to
take place. How exothermicity, amorphicity, and ice composition
influence the binding modes and possible reactions or branching
ratios is not known. Future (theoretical) studies on these topics
are paramount.
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Appendix A: Computational details
A.1. Radical-neutral reactions
For all radical-neutral reactions listed in Table 2, full ge-
ometry optimisations for the pre-reactive complex, the reac-
tants and products, and a transition state optimisation have
been performed including the calculation of their respective
Hessians, followed by a rate constant calculation. The opti-
mizations were verified by the appropriate number of imag-
inary frequencies, that is, zero for the reactants, products,
and pre-reactive complexes, and one for the transition states.
These, as well as all instanton rate constant calculations, have
been performed using MPWB1K/def2-TZVP (Zhao & Truhlar
2004; Weigend et al. 1998). The DL-find library (Kästner et al.
2009) within the Chemshell framework (Sherwood et al. 2003;
Metz et al. 2014) was used in combination with NWChem ver-
sion 6.6 (Valiev et al. 2010). No additional dispersion correc-
tion was taken into account; see Zhao & Truhlar (2004). Further-
more, performance has been compared to single-point energies
at the CCSD(T)-F12a/cc-VTZ-F12 level (Knowles et al. 1993,
2000; Deegan & Knowles 1994; Adler et al. 2007; Knizia et al.
2009; Peterson et al. 2008) and, where needed as indicated by
D1 and T1 diagnostics, at the MRCI(+Q)-F12/cc-VTZ-F12 level
of theory (Werner & Knowles 1988; Knowles & Werner 1988;
Shiozaki et al. 2011; Shiozaki & Werner 2011; Peterson et al.
2008) with Molpro 2012 (Werner et al. 2015); see Appendix B.
In the latter case, a Davidson correction was applied using a re-
laxed reference. In short, because of the thorough benchmark,
the activation energies are best seen to be chemically accurate
(error < 4 kJ mol−1 or 480 K). Pre-reactive complex and transi-
tion state geometries are listed in Appendix D.
Reaction rate constants were subsequently calculated using
instanton theory (Miller 1975; Langer 1967; Coleman 1977;
Callan & Coleman 1977; Rommel et al. 2011; Kästner 2014;
Richardson 2016). Instanton theory, or the imaginary-F method,
makes use of statistical Feynman path integral theory to take
quantum effects of atomic movements into account. Both the
partition function of the reactant state as well as that of the
instanton path, the transition-state equivalent, are obtained by
a steepest-descent approximation to the phase space integrals.
First, a discretized Feynman path is optimised with the Newton-
Raphson method to find the instanton, which is a first-order sad-
dle point in the space of closed Feynman paths (Rommel et al.
2011; Rommel & Kästner 2011). Secondly, the Hessians of the
potential energy at all images of the Feynman path are calcu-
lated to be able to evaluate the rate constant. Instanton theory is
generally considered to be more accurate than one-dimensional
tunneling corrections, like Eckart or Bell corrections. More in-
formation can be found in Kästner (2014). Instanton calcula-
tions are considered to be converged when all components of
the nuclear gradient are smaller than 1× 108 a.u. The instan-
ton is discretized over 60 images and convergence with respect
to the number of images has been checked for six reactions
by optimising the low-temperature rate constant at 45 K with
118 images. The deviation concerned at most a factor 1.5. Par-
tition functions are calculated within the rigid-rotor-harmonic-
oscillator approximation. The translational temperature is equal
to the overall temperature of the reaction system as excess heat is
removed instantaneously and the thermal equilibrium is assumed
throughout the whole reaction. Restricted rotation on the surface
is taken into account by keeping the rotational partition func-
tion constant for the reactant and transition state (Meisner et al.
2017; Lamberts & Kästner 2017b). Furthermore, unimolecular
rate constants are calculated, representing the situation where
two reactants diffuse on a surface and form a pre-reactive com-
plex (PRC) prior to reaction. The rate constant essentially de-
scribes the decay of the PRC.
A.2. Radical-radical reactions
For each of the radical-radical reactions listed in Table 3,
calculations consisted of unrestricted symmetry-broken geom-
etry optimisations for 60 different initial geometries along
with spin density calculations, performed using Turbomole
version 7.1 (Ahlrichs et al. 1989; Treutler & Ahlrichs 1995;
Von Arnim & Ahlrichs 1998). Two relatively cheap functional
and basis set combinations were used: both B3LYP/def2-
TZVP (Becke 1993; Lee et al. 1988; Stephens et al. 1994;
Weigend et al. 1998) and PBEh-3c/def2-mSVP (Grimme et al.
2015), again using the DL-find library within the Chemshell
framework. The primary goal was to obtain the major and mi-
nor product channels of reactions between a H atom and an
HnCS radical (n= 1, 3). Branching ratios, BR, are determined by
placing the HnCS radical at the origin and selecting 60 regu-
larly distributed positions on a sphere of radius 3–4 Å with re-
spect to the centre of the C–S bond. These positions serve as
initial guesses for a geometry optimisation routine. The final
optimised geometry then indicates which products have been
formed, and the total number of occurrences of a particular fi-
nal geometry divided by 60 is defined as BR. No Hessian cal-
culations were performed. Each geometry optimisation was per-
formed twice, once for each functional, where the same input ge-
ometries were used for both calculations. The use of two differ-
ent functionals serves as a simple double-check for the validity
of the calculated branching ratio without significantly increas-
ing the computational cost. Appendix B provides the reaction
energies calculated with both functionals compared to those cal-
culated with MPWB1K/def2-TZVP and CCSD(T)-F12/cc-VTZ-
F12. All levels of theory show that the reactions are exother-
mic and, moreover, that most reaction energies differ by less
than ∼10%. Therefore the assumption is made that this ap-
proach is valid for the qualitative study performed here. To ob-
tain better quantification, at least CASSCF calculations would be
necessary. For some selected initial geometries, we performed
CASSCF/VDZ tests and indeed found the same products as for
the DFT approach. Note that again excess heat is removed in-
stantaneously and the thermal equilibrium is assumed through-
out the whole reaction.
Appendix B: Benchmark
From here onwards, the following reaction labelling is used for
the radical-neutral reactions:
– R1: H + CS −−→ HCS
– R2: H + CS −−→ HSC
– R3: H + H2CS −−→ H2 + HCS
– R4: H + H2CS −−→ CH3S
– R5: H + H2CS −−→ CH2SH
– R6: H + trans HCSH −−→ H2 + HCS
– R7: H + trans HCSH −−→ H2 + HSC
– R8: H + trans HCSH −−→ CH2SH
– R9: H + cis HCSH −−→ H2 + HCS
– R10: H + cis HCSH −−→ H2 + HSC
– R11: H + trans HCSH −−→ CH2SH
– R12: H + CH3SH −−→ H2 + CH3S
– R13: H + CH3SH −−→ H2 + CH2SH
– R14: H + CH3SH −−→ H2S + CH3
– R15: H + CH2SH2 −−→ H2 + CH2SH
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Table B.1. Benchmark of DFT activation and reaction energies with-
out zero-point energy contributions in kJ mol−1 against CC and MRCI
single point energies for reactions with a barrier.
Vact. Vreact.
MPWB1K CC MRCI MPWB1K CC
R1 2.7 1.8 2.3 −247.8 −230.8
R2 11.8 13.0 14.2 −80.6 −62.2
R3 35.6 37.9 39.8 −38.1 −37.9
R4 4.4 3.3 4.2 −251.0 −238.0
R5 1.8 0.7 1.5 −208.3 −195.7
R12 12.6 11.9 – −67.8 −72.2
R13 40.3 42.4 – −25.1 −30.0
R14 12.5 11.9 – −60.1 −69.1
Table B.2. Benchmark of DFT reaction energies without zero-point en-
ergy contributions in kJ mol−1 against CC single point energies for re-
actions without a barrier.
Reaction Vreact.
MPWB1K B3LYP PBEh CC
R16 −199.5 −211.5 −194.2 −228.4
R17 −409.2 −402.8 −422.5 −413.8
R18 −219.8 −215.0 −205.4 −224.0
R19 −212.9 −210.2 −198.5 −217.3
R20 −366.7 −379.2 −378.4 −397.0
R21 −386.9 −382.8 −389.7 −392.6
R22 −380.0 −378.0 −382.7 −385.9
R23 −196.3 −213.1 −184.3 −221.2
R24 −379.4 −372.5 −371.3 −386.9
R25 −239.0 −255.7 −247.2 −263.5
R26 −49.5 −68.0 −30.1 −73.6
R27 −42.6 −63.2 −23.2 −66.9
R28 −422.2 −415.1 −434.2 −429.2
And for the radical-radical reactions:
– R16: H + HCS −−→ H2 + CS
– R17: H + HCS −−→ H2CS
– R18: H + HCS −−→ trans HCSH
– R19: H + HCS −−→ cis HCSH
– R20: H + HSC −−→ H2 + CS
– R21: H + HSC −−→ trans HCSH
– R22: H + HSC −−→ cis HCSH
– R23: H + CH3S −−→ H2 + H2CS
– R24: H + CH3S −−→ CH3SH
– R25: H + CH2SH −−→ H2 + H2CS
– R26: H + CH2SH −−→ H2 + trans HCSH
– R27: H + CH2SH −−→ H2 + cis HCSH
– R28: H + CH2SH −−→ CH3SH
– R29: H + CH2SH −−→ CH2SH2
Table B.1 corresponds to Table 1, but without zero-point en-
ergy corrections, likewise Table B.2 corresponds to Table 2. For
clarity, the following abbreviations are used:
– MPWB1K/def2-TZVP→MPWB1K,
– B3LYP/def2-TZVP→ B3LYP,
– PBEh-3c/mSVP→ PBEh,
– CCSD(T)-F12/VTZ-F12→ CC,
In order to obtain an accurate rate constant, a correct descrip-
tion of the barrier region is important. Therefore, the discussion
here will focus on calculations of the activation energy exclud-
ing zero-point energy corrections, Vact.. Values presented for the
reaction energy, Vreact., are given for completion only.
Although in general the DFT and CC values are in good
agreement, with a maximal deviation of 2.3 kJ mol−1, several T1
and D1 diagnostics are close to or surpass the typical thresholds,
signalling the importance of taking multi-reference effects into
account. Therefore, additional MRCI single point energies have
been calculated. For the abstraction reactions from methyl mer-
captan, even single point energies are too computationally ex-
pensive to calculate and T1 and D1 values are below the thresh-
old in both cases. Generally, the MRCI values tend to correspond
closely to those calculated with DFT and CC theory, with a max-
imum deviation of 4.2 kJ mol−1. Furthermore, the contributions
to the wave function of the various Slater determinants show that
in all cases the main contribution consists of a Slater determinant
with coefficient 0.911–0.954, showing that the multi-reference
character is small. For comparison, the coefficient for the main
contribution to the wave function for formaldehyde (H2CO)
is 0.943 when calculated at the MRCI(+Q)-F12/VTZ-F12
level.
Appendix C: Potential energy surface
Figure C.1 depicts the energy profile diagram for the species in-
cluded in the reaction network, along with the transition states
and relative energies. The barriers for the specific reactions are
indicated in brackets.
Appendix D: Pre-reactive complex and transition
state geometries
Both the pre-reactive complex (PRC) and transition state (TS)
geometries for the reactions with a barrier in the gas phase and
the reaction H + CS on a water cluster are given in Tables D.1
and D.2, calculated at the MPWB1K/def2-TZVP level of theory.
Appendix E: Unimolecular rate constants
Values for the unimolecular rate constants are given in Table E.1.
The low-temperature values for the rate constant mentioned in
Table 1 are taken to be those at 45 K. This can be rationalized us-
ing Fig. E.1. All but reactions R10 and R14 have roughly reached
their asymptotic values, that is, the difference between the rate
constant at 55 and 45 K being less than a factor 1.5. We note
that the temperature dependence for the rate constant of reaction
R14 behaves differently from the other reactions because a C–S
bond breaking is involved there. As heavy-atom tunnelling is not
efficient, the rate constant is consequently much lower than one
might expect if only considering the activation energy.
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Fig. C.1. Energy profile diagram for all species included in the network including the relative energies in kJ mol−1.
Table D.1. TS geometries for reaction R1 H + CS on a water cluster.
Cluster 1 Cluster 2
O −6.280716 −4.017202 −4.235239 O −4.765945 −3.121632 1.887968
H −5.956881 −4.079146 −5.127344 H −4.449591 −2.995647 2.775852
H −5.549508 −4.282264 −3.658088 H −4.034988 −3.493485 1.382132
O −7.288372 −1.751707 −3.061103 O −5.316986 −1.137266 −0.039785
H −8.155836 −1.962071 −2.731168 H −4.651901 −0.451231 0.117717
H −7.005837 −2.522765 −3.578190 H −5.288057 −1.711944 0.734176
O −0.536139 −1.983836 −1.046160 O −2.185291 −1.805626 −3.259418
H −0.462832 −2.011162 −0.098791 H −2.374169 −1.072321 −3.840927
H −1.231108 −1.346847 −1.248236 H −3.047931 −2.127300 −2.976451
O −2.795405 −0.720380 −2.109602 O −1.435912 −1.308182 −0.603449
H −3.635685 −1.066276 −1.755287 H −1.727404 −2.156339 −0.263866
H −3.009013 0.112103 −2.529093 H −1.507957 −1.396093 −1.563697
O −4.247173 −4.511595 −2.429129 O −4.527892 −2.756707 −1.957331
H −3.371433 −4.139223 −2.676029 H −5.276025 −3.138188 −2.405264
H −4.092396 −5.365086 −2.038564 H −4.882770 −2.100278 −1.308600
O −5.074581 −1.957475 −1.287975 O −2.860240 −3.841195 −0.064457
H −5.871746 −1.769696 −1.797551 H −3.442738 −3.640021 −0.814579
H −4.885023 −2.883807 −1.454455 H −2.437852 −4.672618 −0.255215
O −2.007668 −3.249767 −3.094901 O −3.187412 0.600096 0.158482
H −1.304367 −3.226592 −2.439728 H −2.849422 1.124943 0.875255
H −2.307181 −2.333527 −3.094152 H −2.482580 −0.027782 −0.091807
C −4.658415 1.280726 −3.609752 C −4.110602 0.664019 −3.790438
S −6.110849 1.245959 −4.023575 S −4.869326 1.346471 −2.676164
H −3.099714 1.002321 −5.334113 H −5.186039 −1.111781 −4.878029
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Table D.2. PRC and TS geometries for the reactions in the gas phase.
PRC TS
R1: H + CS −−→ HCS
H 2.540730 −0.042146 −2.093731 H 1.439531 0.006861 −1.366476
C −0.563785 −0.045342 0.206069 C −0.369244 0.029111 0.174838
S 0.039358 −0.011115 1.597700 S −0.022173 −0.033891 1.651435
R2: H + CS −−→ HSC
C 0.137666 −0.001937 −0.136981 C 0.138405 −0.001598 −0.122395
S −0.240930 0.001533 1.331633 S −0.189006 0.001486 1.366075
H 3.320907 −0.000648 3.962215 H 1.562623 0.000337 2.597380
R3: H + H2CS −−→ H2 + HCS
H −3.423059 0.151238 −2.814830 H −1.665470 0.000493 −1.441435
H −0.449577 0.003310 −0.732812 H −0.900503 0.002261 −y0.802407
H 1.322700 −0.160044 −0.298113 H 1.041747 −0.001439 −0.585325
C 0.300471 −0.064162 0.044881 C 0.118139 0.000341 −0.018332
S −0.073988 −0.025188 1.588018 S −0.039352 −0.001662 1.537649
R4: H + H2CS −−→ CH3S
S 0.662378 0.031094 −0.004617 S 0.651757 0.038184 −0.004575
C −0.880857 −0.342694 −0.000879 C −0.912373 −0.282679 −0.000921
H −1.443672 −0.476508 −0.915719 H −1.470912 −0.430407 −0.915844
H −1.438250 −0.480563 0.916655 H −1.466844 −0.429427 0.916645
H −2.952116 2.968880 0.005245 H −2.027033 1.680936 0.004493
R5: H + H2CS −−→ CH2SH
C 1.088978 0.131810 0.017982 C 1.082200 0.138146 0.018062
H 1.578302 0.648658 −0.797519 H 1.568720 0.670758 −0.788671
H 1.718611 −0.109749 0.864614 H 1.713355 −0.123527 0.857289
H −2.549387 2.715557 0.539801 H −1.917367 1.893579 0.279935
S −0.452431 −0.247222 −0.025240 S −0.463426 −0.232647 −0.021670
R12: H + CH3SH −−→ H2 + CH3S
H −0.941393 −0.619352 −0.504132 H −0.938991 −0.616631 −0.511535
H 0.729513 −0.146482 −0.770681 H 0.741781 −0.160745 −0.741389
H −0.478173 1.093225 −0.469581 H −0.461374 1.093333 −0.482610
C −0.172671 0.086313 −0.219730 C −0.171981 0.086054 −0.215060
S 0.245912 −0.061728 1.518349 S 0.204014 −0.049595 1.530696
H −0.951405 0.258743 2.005339 H −1.072316 0.279311 1.988637
H −3.878444 1.071088 2.947151 H −2.267889 0.580063 2.207901
R13: H + CH3SH −−→ H2 + CH2SH
H 3.451082 −0.155284 −1.251107 H 1.808806 0.144998 −0.882658
H −0.803721 −0.841164 −0.720646 H −0.655960 −0.981294 −0.740924
H 0.584830 0.214229 −0.508606 H 0.906768 0.039124 −0.568357
H −1.058852 0.883908 −0.505498 H −0.817415 0.798993 −0.583572
C −0.441910 0.044440 −0.214057 C −0.342257 −0.095224 −0.208134
S −0.575339 −0.292140 1.545097 S −0.489897 −0.349920 1.516783
H −0.106775 0.878776 1.973043 H −0.210823 0.895382 1.898157
R14: H + CH3SH −−→ H2S + CH3
C −1.263211 −0.027151 0.076904 C −1.277171 0.005097 0.045387
H −1.543697 0.359316 1.047376 H −1.584492 0.398978 1.003842
H −1.740330 0.545478 −0.706751 H −1.682026 0.603346 −0.760577
H −1.595755 −1.054758 0.005485 H −1.627169 −1.013394 −0.053942
S 0.519886 −0.062382 −0.131660 S 0.547703 −0.064821 −0.088396
H 0.725013 1.249252 −0.028531 H 0.732339 1.246579 0.003414
H 4.232205 −0.220144 1.100397 H 2.268859 −0.142954 0.581416
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Fig. E.1. Unimolecular reaction rate constants for reactions within the H + CS network following the labelling indicated in Appendix B.
Table E.1. Temperature-dependent unimolecular rate constant values in s−1.
T (K) R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6
45 1.08E+10 4.28E+06 1.34E+04 1.28E+09 1.54E+11 2.19E+10
55 1.48E+10 4.92E+06 1.95E+04 1.18E+09 2.11E+11 2.43E+10
65 2.47E+10 6.12E+06 1.58E+04 1.44E+09 1.68E+11 2.99E+10
75 4.16E+10 9.48E+06 2.49E+04 1.93E+09 4.01E+10
80 1.23E+07 2.83E+04 4.39E+10
85 2.90E+09
90 1.87E+07 3.95E+04 5.88E+10
95 4.34E+09
100 3.30E+07 5.31E+04 7.44E+10
120 9.75E+07 1.03E+05 1.39E+11
140 3.17E+08 2.00E+05
170 5.32E+05
200 1.37E+06
250 5.81E+06
300 2.12E+07
370 1.02E+08
T (K) R7 R9 R10 R12 R13 R14
45 6.42E+06 4.86E+11 2.05E+07 1.00E+08 1.87E+02 4.19E+02
55 6.06E+06 6.03E+11 5.15E+07 1.24E+08 2.37E+02 9.22E+02
60 6.07E+11 6.28E+07 3.46E+02
65 8.07E+06 1.28E+08 2.34E+02 2.65E+03
75 9.64E+06 7.57E+07 1.62E+08 3.88E+02 8.40E+03
80 1.09E+07 9.56E+07 1.84E+08 4.00E+02 1.47E+04
85 4.99E+02
90 1.45E+07 1.20E+08 2.33E+08 5.84E+02 4.38E+04
95
100 1.95E+07 1.61E+08 3.07E+08 8.15E+02 1.20E+05
120 3.72E+07 5.77E+08 1.77E+03 3.12E+05
140 6.77E+07 6.80E+08 1.12E+09 3.94E+03
170 1.76E+08 1.72E+09 3.01E+09 1.35E+04
190 6.05E+09
200 4.23E+08 4.57E+09 4.46E+04
250 1.51E+09 1.54E+10 2.83E+05
300 4.50E+09 1.47E+06
330 3.74E+06
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